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Complete the passage on the rock cycle, choosing appropriate

words from the word box.

cementation

magma

sedimentary

Earth

metamorphism

transforming

weathering

heat

lava

surface

compaction

sediments

erosion

pressure

igneous

rocks are formed when

molten rock, cools and solidi!es. This can take place within the Earth when the 

magma hits underground air pockets or above the Earth when it is released as

                                     through volcanic eruptions.

, or 

into

The rock cycle refers to the cyclical process in which  rocks journey from deep under

the

again. During this cycle, rocks of one type keep

another. There are three types of rocks, classi!ed based on the way they are formed.

These include igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks.

up to the and back down

. Weathering does not involve the

, which

Rocks are broken down into small fragments known as

by a process called

movement of sediments. Rocks also experience

breaks the rock down and carries the sediments away. These two processes are

usually performed by natural agents like wind and rain.
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When sediments stack up on top of each other in layers, they become tightly packed

together, undergoing

between the sediments, making them stick together in a process called

. Compaction and cementation of sediments lead to the

. Some minerals may �ll the gaps

formation of rocks.

Over long periods of time, rocks are often buried deep underground, where they are

subjected to tremendous amounts of

. Their composition gets reorganized in a process called

, and they become metamorphic rocks. When rocks deep 

and

beneath the Earth melt, they become magma, which solidi�es into igneous rocks at

the surface, thus continuing the rock cycle.
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